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Introduction
Beurling and Deny [1], [2] introduced the notion of Dirichlet spaces. They

[2] showed the existence of balayaged measures and equilibrium measures in

the theory of Dirichlet spaces. In this paper, we shall show that the following,

equivalence is valid for a Dirichlet space on a locally compact Hausdorff

space X.

(1) For a pure potential uμ such that Sμ, the support of μ, is compact and for a.

compact neighborhood ω ofSμ, let μf be the balayaged measure of μ to ^ω. Then

(2) For an increasing net ( ω j α e 7 of relatively compact open sets satisfying α) t f / X, let

va be the equilibrium measure of <yα. Then the net (O<*e/ converges vaguely to 0.

Furthermore we shall examine anologous equivalences for a special Dirichlet

space on a locally compact abelian group X.

1. Preliminaries on Dirichlet spaces
According to Beurling and Deny [2], we define a normal contraction of the

complex plane ©.

DEFINITION 1. A transformation T of © into itself is called a normal

contraction if it satisfies the following conditions:

T(0) = 0 and \Tz1-Tz2\^\z1-z2\

for any couple of z1 and z2 in ©.

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let Ck=Ck(X) be the space

of complex valued continuous functions with compact support provided with

the topology of uniform convergence.

DEFINITION 2.X) Let ξ be a positive Radon measure in X which is every-

Received May 6, 1966.
i) Cf. [2], p. 209.
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where dense (i.e., £(ω)>0 for each non-empty open set ω in X). A Hubert

space D=D(χ,ξ) is called a f-Dirichlet space (simply, a Dirichlet space) if each

element in D is a complex valued function u(x) which is locally summable for

ξ and the following three conditions are satisfied.

a) For each compact subset K in X, there exists a positive constant Λ(K)

such that, for any u in D

b) CkΓ\D is dense both in Ck and in D.

c) For any normal contraction T and any u in D,

TuεD and }\Tu\\^\\u\\.

More precisely, two functions which are equal to p.p. in X2> represent the same

element in D. The norm in D is denoted by [ | | [, the associated scalar

product by ( , •).

DEFINITION 3.3> An element u in D is called a potential if there exists a

Radon measure μ such that

for any υ in CkΠD. Such an element u is denoted by uμ. Especially \ΐ μ is

positive, uμ is called a pure potential.

It is evident that the subspace of linear combinations of pure potentials is

dense in D.

DEFINITION 4.4> We say that a property holds p.p.p. on a subset E in X if

the property holds μ-p.p. for any pure potential uμ such that SμaE.5^

It is evident that a property holds p.p. on a subset E in X if the property

holds p.p.p. on E, because for any complex valued bounded measurable func-

tion / with compact support, there exists the potential uf generated by /.

In order to prove our main theorem, we need the following lemmas. Let D

be a Dirichlet space on X. For each element u in D, the refinement of u is

2) A property is said to hold p.p. in a subset E in X if the property holds in E except
set which is locally of ^-measure 0.

3) Cf. [2], p. 209.
4) Cf. [7].
5 ) Sμ is the support of μ.
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denoted by u*.^

LEMMA 1. For elements u and v in D, suppose that u{x)>v{x) p.p. in an open

set G. Then u*(x)>.υ*{x) p.p.p. in G.

Proof For any pure potential uμ such that SμaG, it is sufficient to prove

that

{u, uμ) > {v, uμ),

because

u*dμ and (v, uμ) = \v*dμ .

Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3 in [7], there exist positive bounded

measurable functions fn with compact support such that fn{x) = 0 p.p. in

and the sequence (u/n) converges weakly uμ in D. By our assumption,

S p
u{x)fn{x)dξ > \v(x)fn{x)dζ={v, ufn).

Hence

( ηι ΛI ) — |1TΎΊ^7/ 7/ ) ~~~^> liTTfl11) 1J | — [ i t ii )H/y IΛ/ nj — l l l l l ^ ί i j Uv -rn) *-^ IXl l l^ t/ j IA fnj — \^> ^tXJ

This completes the proof.

By Lemma 1, we obtain the following domination theorem.

LEMMA 2. For pure potentials uμi and uβ2 in D, suppose that

Uμi{x)^.Uμ2(x)

p.p. in some open neighborhood ω of Sμz. Then

uμi>.uM2

Proof. By Lemma 1,

p.p.p. in ω. It is known that there exists a pure potential uv such that7)

uv=in£{uμl9uμt).

6) Cf. [2], p. 210.
7) Cf. [4], Lemma 2, p. 5.
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Ey above, it holds that

u*v(x)=μ%{x) p.p.p. in ω,

u*{x)^u%{x) p.p.p. inX.

Then we have

\\luMz-uv I12=|| uβt \\2-2(uμz, uu)+\\ uv II2

= \u*μ2dμ2 — 2\u*dμ2 +\u%dv

Ήence

This completes the proof.

By the above lemma, we obtain the following unicity theorem.

COROLLARY. Let uμi and uμ2 be two potentials in D. If

Uμx{x) = Uμ2{x) p.p.

in some neighborhood of Sμi USμz, then μx=μ2 .

This is evident by Lemma 2.

LEMMA 3. For elements u and υ in D, the following equalities hold.

(1) (au+βv)*(x) = au*(x)+βu*(x) p.p.p. in X,

<2) (inf(u, v))*(x) = inf{u*(x), ϋ*{x)) p.p.p. in X.

The proof is evident by Lemma 1 and the fact that {u*)*{x) = u*{x) p.p.p. in X

for any u in D.

LEMMA 4. For any pure potential uμ in D with \dμ< +oo and any positive

number M, there exists a pure potential uμu such that

uμM{x) = inf(uμ(x))M) and \dμM^ \dμ.

Proof. The existence of a pure potential uμκ is followed from a result of
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Deny.8) For a relatively compact open set ω, let uv be the equilibrium poten-

tial of ω.V Then

M^ \uΐdμM=(Uu , uμM)=\u*βu
dv

dμ^ \dμ .

being arbitrary, we obtain

This completes the proof.

Now we define the spectrum of an element in D. Given an element u in

D, there exists the greatest open set ω having the following property: (u, v) = 0

for any v in CkΓ\D with support in ω.

DEFINITION 5.9) The complementary set of such an open set ω is called the

spectrum of u, denoted by s(u).

Evidently for any potential uμ in D, s(uμ) = Sμ.

We put, for an open set ω,

D^={uεD;s{u)ciω},

and for a closed set F in X,

DP={uεD;s{u)czF},

Όψ={uεD\ u*{x) = 0 p.p.p. on F}.

LEMMA 5. Let uμ be a pure potential in D and let F be a closed set in X. Then

.there exists a pure potential uβ

f in D such that

(1) μ1 is supported by F and \dμf ^\dμ,

(2) u*μ{x) = u*>{x) p.p.p. on F,

(3) uβ(x)^:uμix) p.p. inX,

8) Cf. [4], p . 6.

9) Cf. [2], p . 215.
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(4) uμ' is equal to the projection of uμ to Dψ.

Proof. We put

Euβ>F={uεD; u*{x) >: u*μ(x) p.p.p. on F} .

Then Euμy F is a non-empty closed convex set in D. Let ur be the unique

element which minimizes the norm in Euμ,F. Similarly as the proof of

Beurling and Deny's Balayage Theorem,10) we can prove that ur is a pure

potential in D and the conditions (l)-(3) are satisfied. Furthermore similarly

as the proof of Lemma 3 in [7], we can prove that the condition (4) is satisfied.

We remark that for a pure potential uμ in D, the element which satisfied the

conditions (l)-(3) is uniquely determined in D by Lemma 2. We call such a

pure potential uμ

f the balayaged potential of uμ to F and the positive measure

μf the balayaged measure of μ to F.

LEMMA 6. For an open set ω in X, D^ is a Dirichlet space on ω with the

norm induced from the norm in D. Let ur

μ be a pure potential in Z>£,2) such

that Sμ is compact in ω. Then there exists a potential uμ in D such that

Uμ{x) = Uμ(x) — Uμ'{x) ,

where uμ> is the balayaged potential of uμ to ^ω .

Proof. It is evident that D^ become a Dirichlet space on ω by the norm

induced from the norm in D. We may assume that

where u1 is the projection of u to D^ω. Hence there exists an element υ in

Z)LΌ such that

uμ=v—v1

Obviously

Sμ being compact in ω, s(v) = Sμ and for any φ in

[v,φ) =^φ(x)d/i9

that is, for any φ in CkΓ)D,

io) Cf. [2], p. 210 and [7].
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Therefore v — uμ and by Lemma 5, vx — uβ'. This completes the proof.

2. Main theorems
By the above lemmas, we obtain the following main theorems.

THEOREM I. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. Then the following two

conditions are equivalent.

(I. 1) For a pure potential uμ in D such that Sμ is compact in X and a compact

neighborhood ω of Sβ, let μ' be the balayaged measure of μ to <£Γω . Π ) Then

(I. 2) For an increasing net (<yα) of relatively compact open sets with ωa/ X, the net

of the equilibrium measures va of ωa

12^ converges vaguely to 0.

Proof First we prove the implication (I. 1) c> (I. 2). Since the net {u*Λ) is

increasing and converges to 1 p.p.p. in X,

xe/

for any uμ in D such that Sμ is compact and any compact neighborhood ω. Sμ

being compact,

0=limU* d{μ—μf) = limU^—μ*μ>)dva .
aelJ a el J

We take a fixed function φ in Ck. Next we take a relatively compact open sets

ω and ωQ such that

SφczωQc.ώoczω.

Let u'v be the equilibrium potential of ωQ in the Dirichlet space D^. By

Lemma 6, there exists a pure potential uu in D such that

where uv

f is the balayaged potential of uv to Cω. Furtheremore we take a

relatively compact open set ωf such that ώdωr. Let v" be the balayaged

measure of v to ^ω'. Then

Uv>{x)>.Uv"{%)

11) Cf. [2], p . 210 a n d [7].

12) Cf. [2], p . 210 a n d [7].
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p.p. in ^ω. By Lemma 2,

Uv'{x) >Uv"(x)

p.p. in X. That is,

u*{x)—u*>(x) ̂  u*(x)—u*»(x)

p.p.p. in X. Hence there exists a positive number M such that

lim \Mfifo* ^ limM\{ut—u*r)dvΛ

Therefore the net (vjαe/ converges vaguely to 0.

Next we prove the implication (I. 2) O (I. 1). Let uμ and uμ' be the

elements in our theorem. By Lemma 4, for each positive number M> there

exists positive measures μM and μM such that

UMM =inf{uμ9 M) and Uμ'M=iΏί[uμ'9 M).

Since we have

\dμM^Λdμ and \dμ'u-<λdμ',

we may assume that there exist bounded linear functionals T and V on C,

where C is the Banach space of bounded continuous functions in X with norm

Then

\fdμM—+T(f) and \fdμ'M

asM-^oo for any / in C. On the other hand

Similarly we have

For any bounded measurable function / with compact support, we have the

following convergences
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M->oo

lim

Hence {uβM) and {uβ>M) converges weakly to uμ and Uμ.>, respectively, because the

totality of potentials generated by such functions / is dense in D. Now for

any φ in CkΓiD,

and T'(φ)

By the denseness of Ckΐ\D in Ck,

T(f)>\fdμ and V{f)>\fdμ>

for any / in C. On the othr hand by lemma 4,

T(l)^Jrf/£ and T'

That is,

Γ(l) = Jrf/£ and T/(

By the above equality, it is sufficient to prove that for any M > 0,

Since we have

0 ^ KM-uμ'M ^ M p.p.p. in X,

M**—ttί^=0 ^.^.^. in <^ω,

there exists a function <p in Cfc such that

β.p.p. in X. Hence by our assumption,

Therefore

%M-u%)dva= lim[uΐad(μM-μf

M) =
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That is,

This completes the proof.

Remark 1. In the above theorem, a sufficient condition for the condition ( L I )

to be satisfied is the followingq{1.2').

(I. 2') There exists an increasing net (ωα)α e 7 of relatively compact open sets such that

ωΛ / X and the net of the equilibrium measures va of ωΛ converges vaguely to 0.

Remark 2. Let X be a bounded domain in the n-dimensional Euclidean space

Rn(n > 2) with sufficiently smooth boundary and let 0 < a < 2 . In the Dirichlet

space Dl on X introduced by Elliott [6], the condition (I. 1) in Theorem I is not satisfied,

because for any sequence (ωm) of relatively compact open sets tending to X, the sequence

{vm) of the equilibrium measures of ωm converges vaguely to m(x), where

m\x)— .

and Ja is a positive constant.

By Beurling and Deny's Representation Theorem13) and our Theorem I, we

obtain the following

THEOREM I I . Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. Then the following two

conditions are equivalent.

(II . 1) For a pure potential uμ in D such that Sμ is compact and a compact neighbor-

hood ω of Sμ', let μ' be the balayaged measure of μ to ^ω. Then

\dμ=\dμ>.

(II . 2) There exist a positive Hermitian form N{f, g) onCkΠD with a local character1^

and a positiveve symmetric measure a in XxX—δ(δ is the diagonal set ofXxX) such that

(/, g)=N(f, g)+\\(f(χ)-f(y))(g(χ)-ΰ(y))dσ(χ, y).

By Beurling and Deny's Representation Theorem and the remark with respect

to it in [7], it is evident that the conditions (I. 1) and (II. 2) are equivalent.

is) Cf. [2], pp. 211 and [7].
14) This means that A(/, g) = 0 if g is constant in some neighborhood of
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3. Special Dirichlet spaces

According to Beurling and Deny [2], we define a negative definite function in

a locally compact abelian group X and a special Dirichlet space on X.

DEFINITION 6.15) A complex valued continuous function λ(x) defined in Xh

said to be negative definite if the following Hermitian form

is positive for each set of n points xux2, , xnm X and each n complex

number pi, p2, , pn (w=l,2, ).

DEFINITION 7.16) A Dirichlet space D=D(X,ζ) is said to be special if X is a

locally compact abelian group and ξ is the Haar measure on X, the following

condition being satisfied.

d) If Uxu is the function obtained from u in D by the translation xεX(i.e.9

Uxu{y) = u{y-x)), then

UxuεD and ||£7βw|| = ||wll.

Buerling and Deny [2] showed the following important result.

To a special Dirichlet space D on X corresponds a real valued negative

definite function λ{x) on the dual group X of X such that λ'1 is locally summ-

able and the following equality holds:

ύ(x)\2dx (1)

for any u in CkΓ\D, where ύ is the Fourier transform of u.

Conversely, such a negative definite function λ(x) on X defines, by means

of (1), a special Dirichlet space on X.

Furthermore for a special Dirichlet space D, there exists a positive measure

tc having λ~ι as the Fourier transform. We call this measure K the kernel of D.

We [7] proved the following proposition.

PROPOSITION. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X and let K be the kernal

of D. For a point x in X and a compact neighborhood ω of x, there exists a positive

measure εx such that

Cf. [2], p. 214 and [4], p. 8.
Cf. [2], p. 215 and [4], p. 9.
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(1) εx supported by ^ω and \ dεx ^ 1 ,

(2) κ*εx = tc*ε'x as a measure in ^ ω ,

(3) κ*εx>κ*εx in X.

This meaure εx is called the balayaged measure of the unit measure εx at x

to <^ω.

To prove the second main theorem, we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 7. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X. For each increaesing net

( ω j α e / of relatively compact open sets with ω*/* X, the net (yβ)β e / converges vaguely to

λ{6) if λ{6) ψ 0, where va is the equilibrium measure of ωa .

Cf. [7], Lamma 12.

LEMMA 8. Let D1 and D2 be special Dirichlet spaces on X and λx{x) and λ2{x) be

the negative definite functions of Dx and D2, respectively. If ^ 1 (x)>^ 2 (^), then Did D2.

Proof For any u in Ckf) Dly

(I u \\l = \\ύ(x)\*λ2(x)dx ^\ά($)\*λι(*)d& =11 u | |?,

where || \\i is the norm in Dt. Then u is in D2 and |] u ||2 ^\\u \\ .

Therefore D1 aD2, because CkΓiD1 is dense in Dx. This completes the proof.

By Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, we obtain the following

LEMMA 9. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X and let λ{x) be the negative

definite function of D. For each increasing net (ωa)ael of relatively compact open sets

with ωa/* χy the net {va)aej converges vaguely to λ{6), where va is the equilibrium

measure of ωa.

Proof For a fixed positive number c, we put

Then 1' is negative definite and λr~ι is finite continuous in X. Let D1 be the

special Dirichlet space on X such that λ'{x) is the negative definite function of

D1. For our net (<Oβe7, we take another net (ω'Jαe/ of relatively compact open

sets such that

for any a. Let u'βa be the condensor potential with respect to ωΛ and ^ω^ in
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Df. We take a fixed function φ in Ck such that

φ(x) > 0 and \φ(x)dx = 1 .

Then uβa*φ is in CfcίΊZ>'. Put

Then uΛ(x) tends to 1. For any u in CkΠDf, there exists a number aQ such

that ua(x)=l in some neighborhood of Su for each α^αr 0 . By Beurling and

Deny's Representation Theorem and Lemma 7,

(u, fίβy = Wί)+c)j«(ίB)£/a? +2Jjκ(aO(l-κβ(y))Af(s, 2/),

where ( , )' is the scalar product in Df and <? is a positive symmetric measure

in XxX—δ {δ is the diagonal set of XxX). Hence we obtain that

lim (u, uaY= lim\u(x)/jto*φ(x)dx

On the other hand by Beurling and Deny's Representation theorem and Lemma

8, The net (yα) converges vaguely to some positive measure v and we obtain the

following equality..

lim(tt,Hβ) =\u{x)dv{x).
aεl J

Since we have the equality

(u, UcY—iu, ua) = c\u{x)uOί(x)dx = c\u(x)uΰί(x)dx ,

lim (u, ua) = [u(x)dv(x) = λ(ό)[u(x)dx .

a si J J

By the denseness of CkΠDf in Ck, we have the equality v = λ(6) as a measure in

X. This completes the proof.

By Theorem I and the above lemma, we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM I I I . Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X. Then the following

three condition are equivalent.

(1) There exist a point x in X and a compact neighborhood ω of x such that
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where εx is the balayaged measure of εx to

(2) λ(6) = 0.

(3) For any point x in X and any compact neighborhood ω of x, the total mass of the

balayaged measure of εx to ^fω is equal to 1.

Proof First we shall prove the implication (1) c> (2). Assume that

λ{6) ψ 0 . Then λ'1 is finite continuous in X, because

λ(x)>.λ{6)

for all x in Jt. By Bochner's theorem, the total mass of the kernel K of D is

finite. By the unicity theorem with respect to special Dirichlet spaces (Cf. [7]),

for each x and each compact neighborhood ω of x. That is, the total mass of

εx is less than 1. This contradicts our assumption.

The implication (2) O (3) is evidently followed from Theorem I and Lemma

9.

The implication (3) c> (1) is evident.

This completes the proof.

Moreover we obtain the following

THEOREM IV. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X and let λ{x) be the

negative definite function of D. Assume that λ{6) ψ 0 . Then for any increasing net

(oOoce/ of compact neighborhoods of x in X with ωΛ/ X, we obtain the following

convergence

where ε'α is the balayaged measrure of εx to ^ ω β .

Proof By our assumption, λ{x) > 0 for any x in X. Hence the total mass

of the kernel K of D is finite. Since

^< 1 and

we obtain the convergence
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]im[f(x)dt', = 0,

for any finite continuous function / vanishing at infinity. On the other hand

Uμ'
a

if a ^ β for any pure potential uμ, where uμ' and uμ' are the balayaged poten-

tials of uμ to ^ωΛ and ^ω&, respectively. Hence

if a ^ β. Since the total mass of K is finite, there exists a positive measure

such that

lim\f(x)d(κ*ε'a) =\f(x)dV

for any bounded continouus function / in X. For each φ in Ck) κ*φ{x) is a

finite continuous function vanishing at infinity, and hence

«= 0.

Therefore ^ = 0 . Now since the total mass of & is not zero, there exists a

bounded measurable function / in X such that

in X. Then

ίίmfrfe; ^ Πm fκ*f(x)dε'Λ
<xe/J oe/ J

= ίϊm

This completes the proof.

Remark. Let 2) be a Dirichlet space on a locally compact Hausdorίf

space X. It is an open question if the same result with Theorem IV exists

when va9 the equilibrium measure of ωΛ, tends vaguely to a non-zero measure

for an increasing net (ωa) of relatively compact open sets with ω β / X.
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